PROGRAM
GUIDE

AUGUST 4 - 29

FESTIVAL SCHEDULE

(Re)-Mediation
August 4 - 29, 2021
Program 2
watch.eventive.org/docnow

Granddaughter
August 5 - 27, 2021
Gallery 1313, 1313 Queen St. W.,
Toronto, ON

Looking through the Binoculars
August 4 - 29, 2021
Program 1
watch.eventive.org/docnow

Eight Acres
August 5 - 27, 2021
Gallery 1313, 1313 Queen St. W.,
Toronto, ON

Pulse
August 4 - 29, 2021
Program 1
watch.eventive.org/docnow

Property Standards
August 5 - 27, 2021
Gallery 1313, 1313 Queen St. W.,
Toronto, ON

Thanks for Nothing
August 4 - 29, 2021
Program 2
watch.eventive.org/docnow

Dis/closure: What Happens When
We Tell
August 5 - 28, 2021
A Space Gallery, Suite 110,
401 Richmond St. W., Toronto, ON

My body is a place, just like any other
August 4 - 29, 2021
Contact Artist*
watch.eventive.org/docnow

SUNDAY

Walking with the Invisible
August 4 - 29, 2021
Vtape, Suite 452, 401 Richmond
St. W., Toronto, ON
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MONDAY

Universal, Amen
August 4 - 29, 2021
Program 1
watch.eventive.org/docnow

N/A
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TUESDAY

Everyone Rides a Bicycle in Heaven
August 5 - 28, 2021
A Space Gallery, Suite 110,
401 Richmond St. W., Toronto, ON

1

WEDNESDAY

The Shadow Pandemic
August 4 - 29, 2021
Program 2
watch.eventive.org/docnow

THURSDAY

A Peoplehood: Amiut Yehudit
August 4 - 29, 2021
Artspace Gallery, Suite LL106,
401 Richmond St. W., Toronto, ON
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WHAT IS DOC NOW?

CONTENTS
EX HIB IT IO N

DOC NOW is one of Canada’s most
exciting interdisciplinary documentary
festivals created by the next generation
of artists and activists. Now in its
thirteenth year, it features innovative
work from the 2021 graduates of the
X University’s Master of Fine Arts in
Documentary Media.
This multi-arts, multi-media festival
showcases a diverse group of
international storytellers through film
and photography. The works featured in
DOC NOW appeal to a broad and diverse
audience within the city of Toronto and
beyond.

This year’s festival pushes the boundaries of documentary by presenting the
work of international artists using new
technologies, community partnerships,
and artistic innovation to reveal unique
perspectives from across the globe.
All screenings and exhibitions are free
and open to the public.
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other/Peter Totten

LAND
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
“Toronto is in the ‘Dish With One Spoon Territory’. The Dish With One Spoon is
a treaty between the Anishinaabe, Mississauga’s and Haudenosaunee that
bound them to share the territory and protect the land. Subsequent Indigenous Nations and peoples, Europeans and all newcomers have been invited
into this treaty in the spirit of peace, friendship and respect.”
We recognize the harm documentary mediamaking has inflicted upon
racialized communities, especifically First Nations, Inuit and Métis individuals,
throughout time. Doc Now supports the development of art practices that
pursue equity and enable narrative sovereignty for often under- or misrepresented communities.

ANTI-RACISM
As a caring community, we value diverse voices and condemn all forms of
discrimination, including sexism, ableism, homophobia, transphobia and
racism. We are committed to the work of confronting and dismantling
systems that enable systemic racism, oppression and violence against Black
people, Indigenous people and people of colour in all facets of our society.

STATEMENT RE: X UNIVERSITY
TW/CW: Residential Schools
The 2021 Documentary Media cohort joins many of our colleagues and
faculty in referring to our school as X University. For years, Indigenous
community members within the university and beyond have led efforts to
remove Egerton Ryerson’s name from our school, given his role as one of
the architects of Canada’s Residential School system. At the time this
statement was written, 1794 children’s bodies have been recovered at
11 Residential School sites across the country. This process of recovery is
ongoing. The trauma inflicted at Residential Schools is not new knowledge.
Our cohort stands in solidarity with Indigenous community members in
refusing to associate with this perpetrator of genocide. To learn more
about the ongoing discourse surrounding the university’s name and the call
to use X University, please see ‘An Open Letter to The Community from
Indigenous Students’ published by the Yellowhead Institute.
We recognize the harm documentary mediamaking has inflicted upon
racialized communities, especially First Nations, Inuit and Métis individuals,
throughout time. Doc Now supports the development of art practices that
pursue equity and enable narrative sovereignty for often underrepresented
and misrepresented communities.
We welcome you to the Doc Now Festival and encourage you to visit our
website: http://www.imagearts.ryerson.ca/docnow/ for more information.

EXHIBITION

A PEOPLEHOOD: AMIUT YEHUDIT

A Peoplehood: Amiut Yehudit is a
multimedia installation examining
Toronto’s contemporary Jewish
community and, simultaneously, the
emotional impact of today’s insidious
antisemitism. Comprised primarily of a
two-channel video incorporating
observational photography, portraits,
audio interviews and social/print media,
the work is an intimate portrayal of the
complexity of a community that
celebrates its identity in many forms.

EXHIBITION DETAILS
Date: August 4 - 29, 2021
Venue: Artspace Gallery, Suite LL106,
401, Richmond St. W., Toronto ON
Gallery Hours:
Wednesday - Saturday (1pm - 5pm)
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Operating as a cultural anthropologist,
I use media ephemera to situate
expressions of antisemitism and
contextualize the lived experience of
those photographed. Observational
photography, portraits and still life
illustrate the community’s resilience and
shared values. In the form of layered
audio, the community reflects upon
aspects of identity, pride and trepidation
illustrating Jews’ ever-present
awareness of living as a minority
community in Toronto.

MARNIE
SALSKY
Marnie Salsky is a Toronto based award-winning
photographer with an interest in storytelling centred
around community. Her fine art photography and
site-specific commissions have been exhibited in
galleries and can be found in private and corporate
collections. Marnie received training at the Toronto
School of Art and is an MFA candidate in Documentary
Media, Ryerson University. With a focus on inferring
connections, she is inspired by the fleetingness of
moments – those which occur naturally as well as
those creatively directed.
12

EVERYONE RIDES A BICYCLE IN HEAVEN

Everyone Rides a Bicycle in Heaven is a
documentary project highlighting cycling
fatalities in the city of Toronto. The work
centers around memorial ghost bikes
and other memorial forms installed near
sites of cycling fatalities. These
roadside shrines are placed either by the
cycling community or by family and
friends of a loved one but most sites lie
unmarked today since these installations are considered temporary by the
city. Using the memorials as a motif for
fallen cyclists, the project weaves a
thread of continuity between the past
and present, making visible the
collective acts of mourning, remembering and forgetting.
EXHIBITION DETAILS
Date: August 5 - 28, 2021
Venue: A Space Gallery, Suite 110,
401 Richmond St. W., Toronto, ON
Gallery Hours:
Thursday - Saturday (11am - 6pm)
13

Intended as a visual elegy, Everyone
Rides a Bicycle in Heaven attempts to
give light and form to tragedies that are
often overlooked or considered
inevitable, given the lack of cycling
infrastructure and equity on our streets.
It calls on the viewer to reflect on the
nature of our city and our place, or lack
of, in it. Lastly, the project honours the
resilient work of the people behind
Advocacy for Respect for Cyclists, the
mainstay behind the commemoration
and installation of ghost bikes for
cyclists killed in Toronto.

TENZIN
DORJÉ
Tenzin Dorjé is a photographer of Tibetan descent currently
based in Toronto. His works primarily focus on the
relationship between people and their built environments.
Prominent themes in his works revolve around notions of
faith, place and memory.
His latest project as part of the Documentary Media MFA
program explores death, grief and the memorialization of
fallen cyclists in Toronto. Using the twin capacities of the
camera to subjectivize and objectify reality, Dorjé attempts
to give light and form to tragedies that are often overlooked
or considered inevitable, given the lack of space for cyclists
in the city.
14

WALKING WITH THE INVISIBLE

Walking with the Invisible encourages
looking and listening to what cannot be
immediately seen or heard —a buried
piece of nature as well as Indigenous
heritage. The practice-based research
includes the development of a year-long
sensory geography, representing the
experience of place. It aims to represent
a hidden phenomenon, by capturing the
trace of the river on cyanotypes, walking
the course of it as an experimental
performance and juxtaposing photo and
sound to create a mental image.

EXHIBITION DETAILS
Date: August 4 - 29, 2021
Venue: Vtape, Suite 452, 401
Richmond St. W., Toronto, ON
Gallery Hours:
Tuesday - Saturday (4pm - 6pm)
*Please contact artist at
Marzieh.Mohammadmiri@ryerson.ca if you would
like to visit from 11AM to 4PM
15

It depicts, not the river but the “absence”
of it— to make a sense of longing—for
the river and for the sense of place it
could create. This work is representing a
present absence; a spatial memory of a
lost landscape.

MARZIEH
MOHAMMADMIRI
Marzieh M. Miri is a Toronto-based Iranian documentary
photographer. Her research and creative practice explore
the notions of place, land and environment through
photographic mediums. She is especially interested in
practice-based and sensorial approaches that explore
humans and their environment as a united existence.
Her work has been exhibited in Iran, France, Austria and
Canada. She has also worked as an architect (MArch &
BArch) , lecturer, writer and critic and has published in
‘European Journal of Media, Art and Photography’,
‘Akkasee Website’ and ‘Tandis Magazine’ and presented
in conferences in Canada and Iran.
16

GRANDDAUGHTER

Granddaughter is a multi-channel,
autoethnographic video installation
investigating Indo-Guyanese identity and
the corresponding diasporic religiosity
of individuals settled within Canada’s
multifaceted, plurotheistic society.
Specifically, the project exemplifies my
grandfather’s malleable views on
religion and spirituality as a result of his
Guyanese upbringing, East Indian racial
and cultural ties, and Canada as his and
my family’s final destination point.

EXHIBITION DETAILS
Date: August 5 - 27, 2021
Venue: Gallery 1313, 1313 Queen St. W.,
Toronto, ON
Gallery Hours:
Wednesday - Saturday (1pm - 5pm)
Sunday (1pm - 4pm)
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ROYA
BIAZAR
Roya Biazar is a Toronto-based multimedia artist
of Iranian and Indo-Guyanese heritage. Holding a
BSc from University of Toronto in Psychology and
Cinema Studies, their work uses photography,
video, painting and drawing to explore the
intersection of artistic practices and cross-cultural
psychology. Their current work investigates the
multifaceted nature of migrant viewpoints from an
autoethnographic perspective; exploring the
malleability of identity, culture and spirituality by
reflecting on personal family histories.
18

EIGHT ACRES

Ubaid-ur-Rehman’s Eight Acres is a
multimedia installation, incorporating
photography, video, audio and archival
materials, documenting South American
routes used by non-status South Asian
migrants attempting to reach the United
States and Canada. This project focuses
specifically on experiences of Pakistani
nationals embarking on this journey.
The title refers to land that was given to
Pakistani citizens at the time of the
Partition of India.

EXHIBITION DETAILS
Date: August 5 - 27, 2021
Venue: Gallery 1313, 1313 Queen St. W.,
Toronto, ON
Gallery Hours:
Wednesday - Saturday (1pm - 5pm)
Sunday (1pm - 4pm)

19

These lands have typically been passed
from parent to child, but today people
are selling them to fund often perilous
journeys by people lacking official
documents and visas who wish to gain
entry to Western countries.

UBAID-URREHMAN
Ubaid-ur-Rehman is a Toronto based, Pakistani Born
documentary photographer currently completing an
MFA in Documentary Media at X University. He
received a Bachelor of Fine Arts (photography) from
the Beaconhouse National University Lahore,
Pakistan. His photographic work has focused on
various subjects from covering social justice issues,
human trafficking, border issues, subcultures and the
consequences of war. Currently Rehman is working on
issues surrounding human trafficking and smuggling
between South Asia and North America.
20

PROPERTY STANDARDS

Property Standards is a hybrid project,
synthesizing elements of photojournalism, investigative journalism, literary
nonfiction, academic writing and
archival practice. It weaves a narrative
through photographs, texts, government
and legal documents, corporate
marketing materials, social media posts
and other ephemera.

EXHIBITION DETAILS
Date: August 5 - 27, 2021
Venue: Gallery 1313, 1313 Queen St. W.,
Toronto, ON
Gallery Hours:
Wednesday - Saturday (1pm - 5pm)
Sunday (1pm - 4pm)

21

This project’s focus is the 2018 mass
eviction of approximately 500 - 550
mainly racialized people living in
Ottawa’s Herongate neighbourhood at
the hands of their corporate landlord
Timbercreek Asset Management (since
rebranded to Hazelview Properties) and
the subsequent demolition of their
homes.

NEAL
ROCKWELL
Neal Rockwell is a photographer, writer and filmmaker currently
living in Toronto. His multidisciplinary work explores the relationship of journalism to art, specifically focusing on the ways that
artistic practices can be used to experiment with new journalistic
forms. His work has been exhibited across Canada and in Germany.
His diverse published writing includes academic articles, short
stories, investigative journalism and criticism. His video and
cinematographic work has appeared on outlets such as Vice, Al
Jazeera Plus, the Independent Film Channel and others. When not
working he enjoys reading, cooking and the outdoors.
22

DIS/CLOSURE: WHAT HAPPENS
WHEN WE TELL

Galen Kuellmer, 29

DIS/CLOSURE: WHAT HAPPENS WHEN
WE TELL is a multimedia documentary
installation incorporating sound, textile
and artifact to represent the haptic and
sensorial qualities attributed to
childhood sexual trauma and recovery.
More specifically, the project deals with
sibling sexual abuse (SSA) and the
power structures that make this form of
abuse uniquely difficult to address,
process and recover from.

EXHIBITION DETAILS
Date: August 5 - 28, 2021
Venue: A Space Gallery, Suite 110,
401 Richmond St. W., Toronto, ON
Gallery Hours:
Thursday, Friday and Saturday (11am 6pm)

24

The overarching aim of this project is to
represent the various ways survivors
have dealt with SSA and facilitate
further processing by airing this subject,
inviting viewers to shoulder some of the
stigma of their trauma through
embodied spectatorship.

KATHERINE IMELDA
GREEN
Katherine is a Canadian multidisciplinary documentarian and
researcher from Prince Edward Island. Her love for storytelling led
to a journalism degree and over six years reporting and photographing music, the arts and social justice movements. She has worked
on short and feature length films in various roles from researching,
to writing and directing. Through her experience in the MFA
program she is experimenting with new forms of documentary
storytelling, incorporating sound, image and textile.
Her work is fixated on the concept of nostalgia, family and the
home and is heavily influenced by her attraction to texture and the
textile traditions of her home in the maritimes.
24

FILM

THE SHADOW PANDEMIC

The Shadow Pandemic is a desktop
documentary exploring loneliness and
its interventions during the global
pandemic. Through conversations with
artists and healthcare professionals, the
film will explore why loneliness is
prevalent especially now. It also
explores the strategy of ‘social
prescribing’, a plan which started in the
UK and is currently practiced in Ontario
to help the growing number of people
who are experiencing extreme
loneliness.

SCREENING DETAILS
Date: August 4 - 29, 2021
Program: 2
URL: watch.eventive.org/docnow

27

How will this strategy make an impact?
Can technology facilitate the authentic
human connection that people desire?
These are some of the questions that
will be explored in the film as we move
towards a holistic, non-clinical strategy
to tackling loneliness.

LARA
HARB
Lara Harb (she/her) is a digital
marketing strategist, instructor,
creative and all-around arts lover. She
holds a Bachelor of Commerce from
Ryerson University in the Business
Technology Management program and
is currently working on her MFA in
Documentary Media. Lara enjoys
working with new media formats to
explore the intersection of technology
and society. The Shadow Pandemic is
her most recent film exploring the
universal feeling of loneliness during
the COVID-19 pandemic.
28

THANKS FOR NOTHING

Facing eviction to make way for the
construction of a light rail transit
system, Sharon is fighting to stay in her
home and in her city.

SCREENING DETAILS
Date: August 4 - 29, 2021
Program: 1
URL: watch.eventive.org/docnow

TARAS
HEMON
Taras Hemon (he/him) is a film and image
maker based in Hamilton, Ontario. Hemon
primarily works with documentary, creating
films and images that touch on themes of
urban displacement, poverty and activism.
He is currently completing a Master’s of Fine
Arts degree in the Documentary Media
Studies Program at Ryerson University,
working on a short documentary film “Thanks
for Nothing.” The film follows the experiences
of a tenant facing eviction threats and
displacement due to gentrification.

29
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(RE)-MEDIATION

A cathartic reflection on the turbulent
divorce of the documentarian's parent's
and how the involvement of the Office of
the Children's lawyer and other
institutions acerbated the mental health
of the filmmaker's child self driving him
to attempt suicide at the age of eleven.

SCREENING DETAILS
Date: August 4 - 29, 2021
Program: 2
URL: watch.eventive.org/docnow

SKYE
SOMMERHALDER
Skye Sommerhalder (He/Him) is a
queer and neuro-diverse documentarian
who believes strongly in the adage that
power is personal. He strives to play an
active role in sharing personal stories
using more experimental methods both
to create memorable work and also
reflect the multi-faceted and intersectional nature of human experience.

31
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LOOKING THROUGH THE BINOCULARS

The military conflicts between North
and South Korea created a 250-kilometer long, 4-kilometer wide human-free
zone in the middle of the Korean
Peninsula, called the DMZ, one of the
most sensitive, hair-trigger, well-armed
military borderlands in the world. Today
this military space acts as a wildlife
preserve, a beautiful but deadly space.
This first person point of view essay film
explores how the real-life DMZ crosses
the borders of irony and the lines of
contradiction between military tourism
and political conflict.

SCREENING DETAILS
Date: August 4 - 29, 2021
Program: 1
URL: watch.eventive.org/docnow
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NOA
IM
Noa Im is an artist, director, and film
editor from Seoul, South Korea,
currently living in Toronto. She received
a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Photography
from Parsons School of Design, The
New School in New York and also
obtained an MA in Fine Arts from
Chelsea College of Art and Design in
London. She is currently making a film
involving dislocation and diaspora.
34

PULSE

As the Two-Child Policy superseded the
One-Child Policy at the end of 2015,
China is under a major social shift. Pulse
is a thirty-minute observational
documentary centered on three Chinese
families with two children living in three
different cities: Beijing, Jiangmen, and
Langfang. By observing families’ daily
interactions, the film addresses the
trauma carried over from the One-Child
Policy era as well as the potential social
impacts brought by the new birth control
policy.

SCREENING DETAILS
Date: August 4 - 29, 2021
Program: 1
URL: watch.eventive.org/docnow
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Facing the tangled issue of reproductive
choice once again, many Chinese
families ask: What does it mean to have
a second child?

ZHIYING
IRENE ZHEN
Zhiying Irene Zhen (she/her) is a Chinese
filmmaker based in Toronto. Zhen graduated from
Michigan State University with a BA in Media and
Information, and a minor in Fiction Filmmaking.
Her work explores the fusion of Eastern and
Western film aesthetics and focuses on dynamics
and mutual constructions of society and individuals. Pulse is her latest observational documentary
about the Two-Child Policy in China with a keen
gaze in contemporary society.
36

UNIVERSAL, AMEN

Universal, Amen profiles the ongoing
debate surrounding publicly funded
Catholic healthcare facilities in Ontario
that refuse services based on religious
belief.

SCREENING DETAILS
Date: August 4 - 29, 2021
Program: 2
URL: watch.eventive.org/docnow

KYRA
CHURCH
Kyra Church is a filmmaker who is
passionate about documentary
storytelling in all of its forms. She
currently works as a researcher at
Mercury Films, where she previously
contributed as a Marketing and
Materials Coordinator on The Anthropocene Project. Kyra has a BFA in film
studies from Concordia University in
Montreal. Universal, Amen is Kyra’s first
film and she is incredibly excited for its
public debut at this year’s Doc Now
festival.

37
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MY BODY IS A PLACE, JUST LIKE
ANY OTHER

Galen Kuellmer, 29

Making her way across the deserts of
North America in search of a place she
can see herself reflected in, Carrie
muses on her identity through
memories, stories, and conversations
from other trans* people to uncover
what it means to have an embodied
experience in the world.

SCREENING DETAILS
Date: August 4 - 29, 2021
Program: Contact Artist*
URL: watch.eventive.org/docnow
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PETER
TOTTEN
Peter Totten (they/she) is an Emmy
Award-Winning filmmaker and video
artist currently based in Toronto,
Ontario. Their work has been screened
in galleries and festivals in Asia,
Europe, and North America. Peter’s
work is exploratory in nature, seeking to
highlight the beauty in lived experience;
utilizing the essay film form and visual
anthropology to represent communities
in ways grounded in care and mutual
respect.
40

IMA School of Arts
122 Bond St, Toronto, ON
M5B 1E9

docnowfestival.ca

